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Agenda

• Philips design - who we are
• The Philips Brand
• High Design Process
• Next Simplicity
• NXP 
• Second Life
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Who we are

Philips Design consulting:

‘Creates business differentiation by
connecting peoples insights and new

technologies to deliver design solutions for
enriched user experiences’
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Who we are

Integrated 
and diverse

Understanding of global 
company complexities

Human-led approach Research translated 
into tangible offerings
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Where we are

Global Presence, Local offices,
Multi national teams
Our projects range across many
different bandwidths from
corporate to business division to
product level. Over the years,
this has given us an extensive
understanding of
how to deal with the various
levels of complex global
environments.
• 80+ year heritage
• A global force of 450 multi-

disciplinary professionals 
• 11 locations 
• Over 30 design capabilities
• Over 50 nationalities
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What we offer

Multi disciplinary teams
• Unique people centric approach 
• Experienced at translating research 

into tangible offerings
• Broad and in-depth experience
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Articulating our Visions
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Shaping the Brand
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value for PEOPLE
through valuing PEOPLE
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Our approach

creative 
process

business

technology

People,
societies,
cultures

company 
core values

Future scenarios | Value propositions
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Our customers: Philips & External market

Our customers: 
We work for over 100 Philips business’s: 
• Consumer Electronics
• Domestic Appliances & Personal 

Care
• Medical Systems
• Lighting
• Corporate
• Research

Since 1997, we have developed a
consultancy presence with select
external global partners, such as Nike,
Microsoft, P&G, Securitas and HP.
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What’s going on? Current market trends

• Innovation is moving from a top-down to bottom-up mode

• Power is moving from institutions to communities

• Consumer have become empowered decision makers 

through technology

• Consumers are unpredictable, inconsistent and hard to find

• Market is becoming 100% transparent for consumers
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Becoming Customer Centric is important to 
start understanding the needs of customer 

We need to:

• Become the "voice of the customer“

• Define new customer metrics that align with 

business metrics

• Invest in new technologies
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Definition of Customer Centricity:

refers to the orientation of a company to the needs 
and behaviors of its customers, rather than internal 

drivers (such as the quest for short term profit). 
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The High Design Process
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The High Design Process

EXPERIENCE ARCHITECTURE
The Nucleus of Value

Embodies the Brand Promise
Enables the Business Objectives

Resonates with our Audience 
Leverages the Enabling Technology

• Whom are we serving?

• What information do they require?

• What tasks do they need to perform?

• How can we facilitate their goals?

• Does it reflect our brand promise?

• Does it reflect our positioning?

• Does it reflect our identity?

• What are the goals of the business?

• What will success look like?

• What is the required call to action?

• What are the opportunities and 
limitations of the technology?

• How can we make best use of the 
interactive channel?

• Can we increase functionality?
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The High Design Process

Initiation Analysis Concept Finalization Evaluation
Invest time in 

visioning
Collect & inform Immerse & create Focus & execute Launch & learn
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The High Design Process

Usage scenario’s

User research
and Usability testing

Consumer research
Participatory design

Persona and Profile creation

Site strategy and planning
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The High Design Process

Content,
Feature
prioritization
and validation

Site organization and structureSite concept and content models

Interface design
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Inspire customers with innovative product Design 
Next simplicity Event 2006
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A healthy lifestyle
health for people is mental and physical 
well-being
that requires regular exercise,     a healthy 
diet, hygiene, socializing, relaxation, 
financial welfare, freedom of expression, 
meaningful existence, self actualization 
and a positive mindset. 

care for your body

listen to your body

move your body

relax your mind share experience
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listen to your your body
motivational health rituals to guide you in staying healthy

‘Listen to your body’ explores ways of demystifying the body 
and physical health by providing motivational tools and 
interfaces with personalized history records and coaching 
advice, stimulating healthy, yet pleasurable consumption.
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in form
a personal coach for 
physical well-being

shapereflect scale

“As I am trying to manage my 
weight and my figure, setting 
goals and targets is 
important. However, 
achieving them is more 
difficult! 
“I would like to have simple 
practical advice everyday.”
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in form – scale
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in form – reflect
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body cycle
a private coach for women’s monthly cycles

“It would be good to have a little 
more certainty, regarding planning 
around my monthly fertility, 
especially since we are hoping to 
be planning a family soon.”
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care for your body
sensory therapies to energize and rejuvenate your body

‘Care for your body’ explores new ways of energizing and 
rejuvenating the body, using calming, therapeutic rituals 

controlled by minimal movements that invite people to slow 
down and let themselves fully relax
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sunshine
energizing light and 
natural light rhythms 
inside the home

“I often feel tired 
during the day, 
especially after 
lunch, and back 
from work… I 
desire a good   
energy level all 
day”
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rise & shine
a pleasant way to wake up or fall asleep

“I don’t sleep enough in 
summer days, and it is hard to 
wake up in winter time: I want 
something that induces me to 
wake up and sleep.”
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feel good
a domestic lamp that soothes and rejuvenates

“Sitting often in planes and 
meeting rooms makes my 
back hurt; I need a simple 
way to relieve this pain when 
back home.”
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move your body
challenging exercises and games to get you active and keep you fit

‘Move your body’ explores new ways of making people move their body 
on regular basis. It does this by stimulating not just the body, but also the 

mind, with a combination of entertaining or educational rewards and a 
series of increasingly demanding physical challenges
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move your body in shape
coach
weights
versa tiles
play tiles and master tile
drag & draw:
bucket
brush
eraser
magic wand
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in shape
exercise tools that challenge and coach in a playful way

“I find going to the gym rather boring…
I wish exercising would be instantly 
rewarding and more entertaining, so 
that I feel I have accomplish 
something.”
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versa tiles
interactive modular tiles for active floor-based games

“My son and his best friend love playing 
video games… I am worried about it, as 
they don’t get enough exercise. What if 
interactive games would keep kids in 
good shape?”
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relax your mind
expressive means to engage and sooth your mind

‘Relax your mind’ explores the ways in which the home can 
engage people’s senses and respond to their mood with 
pleasurable ambient experiences, experiences in which the 
(light and music) settings are created with a minimum of 
simple gestures, and with seamless transitions.
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relax your mind light spectrum:
sun light
light control
chameleon

music spectrum:
speaker
music control
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light spectrum
relaxing moods and ambiences

shadows

sky

light

“We love to lie down on the sofa and 
dream away with a nice atmospheric 
setting. For us getting the right light 
environment is key to support the mood 
we are in.”
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chameleon
a lampshade that matches any color shown to it

“I like to quickly arrange things before 
guests are coming for diner, especially 
paying attention to color matches and 
color contrast.”
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share experiences
spontaneous ways to share moments and mementos with family and friends

‘Share experiences’ explores new ways of connecting with others and enriching 
social dynamics as intuitively and spontaneously as possible, so that people can 
concentrate fully on the content of the exchange, rather than the means of 
communication.
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automatic sharing 
of images with friends and family

“Simplicity would be 
for me a combination 
of the benefits from 
both worlds: PC and 
real photo album!”

browse
through photo overviews

shake and call 
a particular photo

family album
a photo album shared          
by a community of family   
and friends
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in touch
a family message board on which to 
leave – or send and receive –
informal communications

“We have very different 
schedules, so we need to 
easily leave messages to 
each other to know what we 
are all up to.”
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NXP Semiconductors 
Placing the customer at the heart of the web strategy
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NXP case
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NXP Strategic Web Program:
Putting the user at the heart of the web strategy
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Brief & Pitch
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Big idea’s of the pitch proposals
Web 2.0 AJAX interface

DANCE EVENTDANCE EVENTDANCE EVENT

Insightful
Inventive
Engaging

Excellence

XPRS MagazineXPRS Magazine

Insightful
Inventive
Engaging

Excellence

NXP Semiconductor Platform
Hollistic integration of web entities

Proporties : Low-Barrier, Self-Service, Networked, Cost-Effective, Open, Decentralized

Social 
Bookmarking

folksonomy RSS

Blog

Wiki

Forum

Product 
InformationDiscussions

FAQ

Case Studies

Comparison

User  
Reviews

Personalization

Credible info

Innovation

Collaboration

Trustworthy info

Dialogue

Customizable

Exposing

Comparing
Sharing

Interaction

Rich Internet Application
AJAX / FLEX

Integrated Social Computing
Technologies

Platform Content

Web Services (also potential 
technology partnerships)

User Needs

NXP Brand Values at the core of 
the platform proposition

Mobile

Internet

PDA

CROSS-MEDIA formatted info
Video, PDF, XML, RDF, MP3

iTV

SOA
Services-orientated-Architecture

Company 
information

Jobs
Conversation

Dialogue Building

User Centered Design Future proof architecture
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To achieve this we have to…

1. Create the ‘custom fit’ environment that 

facilitates the needs of the engineer

2. Intensify and extend customer relationships

3. Position NXP as the thought leader in the 

semiconductors industry
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I need a site     
that understands 
and anticipates 

my needs

Jerry
Engineer

Scenario 1 Create the custom fit environment 
which facilitates the needs of the engineer
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Scenario 2 Intensify and extend customer 
relationships

I want more than just a 
database of products…I 

want valuable productivity 
tools

Ken
Engineer (registered user)
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Scenario 3 Position NXP as the thought leader in 
the semiconductors industry

I have little free time…
I want one place I can turn 

to keep up on industry 
dialogue and trends

Jeroen
Architect
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Analysis Phase
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Users’
requirements

Business
requirements

Requirements workshop

Technology
requirements

Objectives:
• Gathering of requirements
• Validation of requirements
• Prioritization of requirements
• Adding objectives to requirements

Brand
requirements
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Competitive Benchmark

NXP Texas Instruments Freescale

Infineon STMicroelectronics National Semiconductor

Digi-keyMaximAnalog Devices
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Online Strategy
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Successful online services are always based on 
the company’s business strategy and objectives

Relevance of functionalities 
and content to user needs

Ease of use and consistency in 
all service elements and 
functionalities

A positive user experience 
before, during, and after service 
use

Service mission

Service usability
and consistency

Look 
and feel

Business strategy
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Strategic framework
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Road map - step 2
For each theme, we clustered the requirements into potential projects

• Improve support of work 
process engineers

• List of 
requirements

• Clustering 
requirements in 
categories

• Defining projects 
based on 
categories

• plot projects in 
time based on 
categories and 
priorities

• Improve support of work 
process purchasers and 
sources

• List of 
requirements

• Clustering 
requirements in 
categories

• Defining projects 
based on 
categories

• plot projects in 
time based on 
categories and 
priorities

• Improve marketing 
process and visibility NXP 
products & solutions

• List of 
requirements

• Clustering 
requirements in 
categories

• Defining projects 
based on 
categories

• plot projects in 
time based on 
categories and 
priorities
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Road map - step 3
Synchronizing projects

Project 1 128, 1, 7, 14, 69, 177,183 13, 47, 74, 180, 86, 125, 
179, 92

11, 87 Pre-conditional

Project 2 17, 106, 107, 108 109, 110, 15 8, 16, 19, 80 Improve support of work process 
engineers

Project 3 4, 68, 103, 104, 71, 72, 73, 
117

88, 89, 181, 176, 75, 
105

93 Pre-conditional 

Project 4 9, 10, 11, 116, 118, 119, 
184, 45

Pre-conditional 

Project 5 24 32, 33, 34, 35, 37, 61, 
36, 38, 83, 31, 12, 6

39, 100, 101 20, 26, 44, 27, 3, 
21, 90, 91

Improve support of work process 
engineers

Project 6 62, 65, 67 63, 165, 167, 168, 169, 
170, 171, 173

Pre-conditional

Project 7 22, 57 30, 85, 55, 56, 126 94, 76, 102 78, 23, 77 Create authentic and relevant 
conversation and collaboration

Project 8 109, 110 82, 95, 96, 79, 97, 
99

40, 81, 29 Gain insights in customer behavior

Project 9 58, 182 28, 50, 59 Gain insights in customer behavior

Project 10 164, 178 41, 52 Pre-conditional

Project 11 111, 120, 162, 163, 161, 43, 
46, 70, 159, 160,166

42, 54, 175 25 Pre-conditional

PROJECTS PRIO 1 PRIO 2 PRIO 3 PRIO 4 MAIN OBJECTIVE
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Prioritization of projects

Hard slogs

Fill-ins Quick wins

Major projects

Project Priority Matrix

0.00

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

6.00

7.00

8.00

9.00

10.00

0.00 2.00 4.00 6.00 8.00 10.00

Importance

Ef
fo

rt

User-centered information
Architecture
Online Style Guide / Design

Internal Search / SEO

Technological platform

Content development

Customization

My NXP

Self-service / Online support

Web 2.0

Web Measurement

Content Management System
/ Processes
Online Marketing (E-
mail/RSS/SEM)
Asia internet plan 

Consider Quick 
Wins

Don't bother
Complex but 
key Projects

Importance

Ef
fo

rt
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Program Management
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Program Management Responsibilities

• Vision & Strategy
• Prioritisation of online activities and developments
• Internal & external Communication
• System Architecture 
• Budget management
• Stakeholder management
• Strategic planning
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Organization model 

Program Team
Requirements gathering, Road mapping, budget management

Steering Board
Strategy direction

Agile Implementation Team
Design & Implementation

-Forecast & planning 
-Feasibility check
-Requirements Analysis

-Prioritization requirments

-High level priorities

- Management report
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Interaction design & creative design
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Design objectives

• User-centered design based on user goals

• Design a seamless user experience

• Create an engaging web environment

• Implement the NXP brand 
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Design Process

• User interviews / surveys
• User goals definition & User journeys
• Online persona creation
• High Level Information Architecture
• Holistic Information Architecture
• Taxonomy & Labeling
• Prototype & User testing
• Creative Design & Animation concept
• User testing 

Drop-off rates

70%

75%

80%

85%

90%

95%

100%

Step 1 Step 2 Step 3 Step 4 Step 5 Step 6

Path 1

Path 2.1

Path 3

Path 4

Click Paths Success Rate

74.6%

64.1% 62.3%
70.4%

66.2%

21.7%

8.3%

27.4%

1.4%

35.9%

62.7%

29.1%
25.2%

18.8%20.7%

0%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

70%

80%

90%

100%

Pa
th

 1

Pa
th

 2
.1

Pa
th

 2
.2
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th

 3
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 4

Success

Search

Skip

.
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Designing the information architecture
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Revolutionary Web 2.0 interface
NXP will be the first corporate in the world with a complete AJAX interface

Live June 2007
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Improve customer experience and business value with RIA 
interface implementation

Forrester Research show that RIA:
• Improve conversions

– easier to manipulate data and narrow results 
easier to manipulate data and narrow results 

• Increase sales leads
– Ability to choose, configure, and price a product  

from a single page

• Enhance the brand
– Creation of more value to customers (Brand 

Action) and communicating brand attributes 
through a more engaging presentation 
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Pre-studies
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Pre-study – Search Engine Optimization
How users find a website

81%

59%

56%

48%

41%

20%

19%

10%

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Search engines

Link from another side

Word-of-Mouth

Television

Guessed URL

Online advertising

Radio

Direct Mail

Search volume trend US

3.0

3.5
4.0

4.5

5.0
5.5

6.0

6.5
7.0

7.5

February 2005 February 2006 January 2007

N
um

be
r o
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ea
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he

s 
in
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ns

S
E
O

S
E
A

S
E
O

associations
references

experiences
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Pre-study – Web Measurement

Online self-service

Context related 
marketing

Combined 
communication and 

feedback

User tested IA

Repurchase

Ownership

Prepurchase

Purchase

Attract new 
clients

Get clients 
interested

Support to 
buying 

decision 
making

BuyingSelf service: 
support to 

service 
usage

Self service: 
service 

managemen
t

Learn from 
clients

Activate 
clients to 
buy again

Interactive campaigns

Direct email

Campaigns

Newsletters

Comparison 
tools

Banners

Buy Online

Digital 
instructions

Interactive demos 
(e.g. how to use)

Surveys

Viral marketingSEM

Loyalty scheme

Web Marketing

SEO

WOM

eSampling
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Social Computing is changing the world
The Philips ‘Simplicity’ Blog
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 Brand Marketers face increasingly disinterested 
consumers

• Consume alternative media

• Zap their commercials

• Trust each other more and brands less

• Seek homegrown experiences
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Social Computing reveals cracks in a brand 
facade
• Forrester calls the consumer phenomenon of moving away from institutions toward 

technology-empowered user communities Social Computing. Social Computing embraces 
three core tenets:

• 1) Innovation will shift from top-down to bottom-up 

• 2) value will shift from ownership to experience

• 3) power will shift from institutions to communities 
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Marketers must accept some key realities of Social 
Computing:

• Consumers will be heard whether or not companies 

give them an outlet

• Technology will help them be heard faster than the PR 

department can spin

• Consumers demand honest communication even if the 

news isn't good
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Technology is enabling the market conversation
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Fixing The Cracks Requires A New Approach 
To Branding
• Marketers must understand the implications of Social Computing or they 

risk looking more out of touch than ever. To successfully apply Social 
Computing to branding, marketers must understand consumer desire
for:

• Authenticity

• Sincerity

• Integrity
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Virtual Worlds Exploration
Co-creation and behavioral analysis in Second Life
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Virtual Worlds – an overview

Online Games
• E.g. Quake, Half-life..

MMORPGs (Massively Multiplayer Online role playing games)
• E.g. World of Warcraft, Everquest..

Virtual Worlds – Massively multiplayer (but not role-playing games)
• E.g. There.com, Second Life, Big World, …
• The user generate the content
• Not really a game; no objectives – ‘just’ a platform
• A place for meeting, building, selling, collaborating and exploring
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8 Million Users
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2 Million Users
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3 Million Users
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Online games stats ..

• 69% of American heads of household play computer of video games 
• In 2005 25% of the games were over the age of 50
• The average game player is over 33 years
• 44% of most frequent game players say they play games online
• In 2005 the game industry sales came in at 8 billion $

Interesting target audience, and business opportunity
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1.3 Million Users
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Second Life stats ..

• Second Life counts 1.3 Million users (March 2007)
• Second Life citizenship grew 995% just this year 
• Commerce, a more important statistic, rose to $9M, up 287% this year 
• The male/female split is close to even -57 to 43% 
• Finally, more than 55% of citizens hail from outside the US
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A lot of large companies are already present in SL
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The Cisco Island
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Virtual worlds are adding emotion
Internet Immersive Space

space, behavior and emotion
new forms of social behavior in communities

Self actualization
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Virtual worlds & business opportunity 

Create products together with users 

Integration to the internet

Gain knowledge of human behavior in virtual worlds

Give users an ultimate brand and product experience 
Potential new sales channel

Web 3.0

Open innovation
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Overall objectives

Create Intimate relations with customers ,occupy mind 
space and engage their minds .
“You reach a point where it is difficult to take anymore cost out….winning  mind 
space and engaging with consumers will become the new strategy”

( Foresight study 2020 EIU)

Proprietary insights through co-design, testing, 
participative events.
“Competitive advantage will be gained through a different look at the world by 
developing truly proprietary knowledge about customers” ( McKinsey & Company)

Understanding how to support the creation of new 
channels and new business models.
" Leading companies will develop intimate relationships with consumers to 
create the most satisfying customer experience possible at  point of sale, in 
delivery and during post sale service” ( Cisco systems quarterly 2007)
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Philips Design activity area’s in Second Life

Co-creation 

Research

Branding & Marketing

Sales

E-Learning

Persona testing (living personas)
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Our Virtual Holland : ING, Philips
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Philips Design recruiting for Co-creation projects
Launched in Our Virtual Holland
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This week we will start recruiting avatars
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Avatars can view the Philips Design introduction movie
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amBX gaming peripherals
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